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+e existing social talent governance algorithms have a number of issues such as slow convergence rate, relatively low data
accuracy, recall rate, and low anti-interference. To address these problems, this paper proposes a research on social talent
governance algorithm based on genetic algorithm. We discuss the difference between the traditional and the genetic algorithms
and determine the implementation process of genetic algorithm. On this basis, the excellent individuals are determined by
independent computing fitness, and the initialization population is designed according to the individual similarity threshold.
After the population is defined, the roulette and deterministic sampling selection method are integrated to clarify the selection
calculation process. Based on the calculation results, we design the crossover operator by segmented single-point crossover
between individuals. +e mutation operator is designed by segmented mutation of different gene segments according to the
calculation results. +e results are incorporated into the simulated annealing acceptance probability to conduct simulated
annealing for the individuals after the cross-mutation operation and set relevant conditions after the end of the algorithm.We seek
the optimal solution of the data within the number of iterations and finally realize the whole process of social talent governance
algorithm. +e experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has fast convergence rate, high data precision and recall,
and has certain feasibility.

1. Introduction

Since the 18th National Congress, social governance has
officially replaced social management and become one of the
important aspects of the construction of socialism with
Chinese characteristics. +e +ird Plenary Session of the
18th CPC Central Committee put forward the social gov-
ernance concept of optimizing social management for the
first time. “Innovating social governance, changing social
governance methods and improving the overall governance
level of society” has become the focus of social governance
[1]. Promoting the construction of social governance system,
innovating social governance methods, and effectively im-
proving the level of public governance of the whole society
have become the focus of social governance. +e report of
the 19th national congress attaches great importance to
social governance, clearly points out the problems existing in
China’s current social governance, and puts forward
“building a social governance pattern of co construction, CO
governance and sharing” [2]. In the field of social

governance, talent governance has also become the top
priority of current social development, and fundamentally
speaking, social governance is mainly the governance of
“people” [3]. Talent has always been the core issue of eco-
nomic and social development. At present, major countries
in the world have gradually changed from factor driven and
investment driven to innovation driven. Talent is the
foundation of innovation, and innovation drive is essentially
talent drive [4].

Due to the scarcity of talent resources, the global talent
competition is becoming increasingly fierce. Since the
eighteenth Congress of the Communist Party of China,
general secretary Xi Jinping has made a series of speeches
and instructions on talent work, reflecting rich governance
ideas. Under the background of promoting the moderni-
zation of national governance system and governance ca-
pacity, how to build a talent development governance system
to meet the requirements of innovation drive and promote
the in-depth implementation of the strategy of strengthening
the country with talents has become a frontier issue in
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China’s talent work practice and theoretical research [5]. In
terms of social talent governance, the query and governance
of talent information data are one of the important mea-
sures. It is imperative to have a scientific and efficient talent
governance algorithm. +erefore, researchers in this field
have done a lot of research and achieved some results.

Researchers see evolution’s power as something to be
emulated rather than envied. Genetic algorithm specifies the
features of a problem in advance and may be able to solve
complex problems whose structure cannot even be under-
stood by humans. As compared to the traditional step-by-
step procedures, genetic algorithms explore a greater range
of solutions to a problem [6]. Genetic algorithms provide a
search and optimization method that is based on natural
selection and genetic mechanism of living organisms and are
efficient in solving the complex optimization and industrial
engineering problems [7]. A number of research studies
focus on the use of genetic algorithms to present solution to
complex problems. Some of these studies are summarized
below.

In order to reveal this nonlinear relationship and
predict the decision-making key of whether talents stay or
not, literature [8] uses Python programming language and
ID3 algorithm in machine learning to analyze the samples
and construct a decision tree model based on the inves-
tigation and analysis of the attraction data of subjective
and objective factors of talents staying in a second tier city
and Wuhan. +is paper analyzes the attractiveness of
different factors from a microperspective and obtains the
analysis results of the importance of various policy var-
iables affecting the development of talents studying in
Han. Compared with the existing policies for talents to
stay in Wuhan, this paper analyzes the shortcomings of
the existing policies for talents to stay in Wuhan and puts
forward corresponding countermeasures and suggestions,
but there are some problems such as relatively low recall
and accuracy and low anti-interference. In order to
identify the key factors affecting the knowledge man-
agement ability of international talents in construction
enterprises, literature [9] built the evaluation model of
knowledge management ability and influencing factors,
designed the evaluation method of knowledge manage-
ment ability and screened the key influencing factors, and
verified the operability of the evaluation model by taking
the international talents of a railway group company in
South America and Africa as the empirical object.
Combined with genetic algorithm and rough set, the key
influencing factors of knowledge ability are selected, and
the calculation results are verified to be reasonable by grey
correlation analysis and project facts. +is paper puts
forward the strategy to improve the knowledge man-
agement ability of its employees. Even so, this method has
the problem of slow convergence rate. Based on the theory
of multiple intelligences, literature [10] constructed and
empirically tested the four intelligence structure model of
innovative scientific and technological talents in basic
research by using the methods of literature research,
questionnaire survey, and factor analysis. +e model was
evaluated and the talent intelligence structure map was

drawn with the help of TOPSIS multi-index decision-
making algorithm. Employers should customize and
formulate more matching talent cultivation and devel-
opment plans, but there are problems of relatively low
recall and accuracy and low anti-interference.

+erefore, this paper proposes a social talent governance
algorithm based on genetic algorithm. +e main contribu-
tions of the research work include the following:

(1) Firstly, the differences between traditional algorithm
and genetic algorithm are analyzed to determine the
implementation process of genetic algorithm. On
this basis, the excellent individuals are determined by
independent computing fitness, and the initialization
population is designed according to the individual
similarity threshold.

(2) After the population is defined, the roulette and
deterministic sampling selection method are inte-
grated to clarify the selection calculation process.

(3) Based on the calculation results, the crossover op-
erator is designed by segmented single-point
crossover between individuals, and the mutation
operator is designed by segmented mutation of
different gene segments according to the calculation
results.

(4) +e results are incorporated into the simulated
annealing acceptance probability to conduct simu-
lated annealing for the individuals after the cross-
mutation operation, set relevant conditions after the
end of the algorithm, seek the optimal solution of the
data within the number of iterations, and finally
realize the whole process of social talent governance
algorithm.

Step 1: through comparative research, clarify the
gap between traditional algorithms and the
implementation process of genetic algorithm.
Step 2: determine the excellent individuals by in-
dependently calculating the fitness, and design the
initialization population according to the individ-
ual similarity threshold.
Step 3: integrate roulette and deterministic sam-
pling selection method to clarify the selection
calculation process. Based on the calculation re-
sults, the crossover operator is designed by seg-
mented single-point crossover between individuals,
and the mutation operator is designed by seg-
mented mutation of different gene segments
according to the calculation results.
Step 4: integrate the results into the simulated
annealing acceptance probability, conduct simu-
lated annealing for the individuals after cross-
mutation operation, set relevant conditions after
the end of the algorithm, seek the optimal solution
of the data within the number of iterations, and
finally realize the whole process of social talent
governance algorithm.
Step 5: do experimental analysis.
Step 6: present conclusion and future outlook.
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2. Genetic Algorithm

A traditional algorithm is a step-by-step procedure to follow.
+ough it is widely used, it has certain shortcomings
compared to the genetic algorithm which is based on the
principle of genetics and natural selection for solving op-
timization problems [6, 7]. Compared with traditional
evolutionary algorithms, genetic algorithm does not depend
on the application field of the problem. It is a general al-
gorithm framework that can solve combinatorial optimi-
zation problems and can be applied to many fields [11].
Genetic algorithm itself has strong robustness and fault
tolerance, and the randomness of genetic operation is strong.
It does not need strict requirements such as continuity and
differentiability. It has simple operation and fast conver-
gence rate. Compared with traditional evolutionary
methods, genetic algorithm has obvious efficiency advan-
tages [12]. Genetic algorithm does not operate the problem
itself, but encodes the problem parameters and uses coding
operation and evolution mechanism to reflect the complex
process. Genetic algorithm is not constrained by search
space and does not need complex derivation process. It uses
fitness function to guide the whole search process and has
little dependence on the problem itself [13].

+e search process of genetic algorithm starts from the
population in the solution space and operates several initial
individuals in parallel, which can effectively prevent the
locality of the search. Genetic algorithm expresses the so-
lution of the problem as chromosomes and puts several
chromosomes as parents in a specific problem environment
to generate offspring individuals more suitable for the en-
vironment according to genetic operation [14]. Repeat this
process until after several generations of evolution; the
genetic operation will converge to the chromosome most
suitable for the environment, that is, the optimal solution of
the problem [15]. Comparison between genetic algorithm
and traditional algorithm is shown in Table 1.

2.1. Comparison between Genetic Algorithm and Traditional
Algorithm. sfgsdfgasfsdjfglsfsfhs.

2.2. Genetic Algorithm Implementation Process. +e genetic
algorithm implementation process mainly includes the
following steps:

(1) Real number encoding: before using genetic algo-
rithm for calculation, the solution of the actual
problem to be solved shall be transformed into the
mathematical language recognized by genetic algo-
rithm; that is, the actual problem shall be trans-
formed into string data [16], and each solution of the
problem to be solved uniquely corresponds to a
chromosome. +e success of real number coding of
chromosomes directly determines whether the op-
eration can carry out the following genetic opera-
tions such as selection, crossover, and variation [17].

(2) Determine the initial population: according to the
mechanism of real number coding in the previous

step and the rules, the initial chromosome group [18],
that is, the population, which is composed of chro-
mosomes [19]. Each chromosome in the population is
a unique individual. +e number of individuals in the
population is called population size (NP). +e initial
population is usually generated in a random way.

(3) Fitness calculation: determine the fitness calculation
method of each individual in the population, and
then calculate the fitness of each individual in the
initial population [20].

(4) Genetic operation: genetic operation refers to the se-
lection, crossover, and mutation of individuals in the
population.+e second step is the core step and essence
of genetic algorithm [21]. Usually, after calculating the
fitness value of each individual in the population, the
proportional selection strategy is used to obtain the
selection probability, and then the spinning wheel
method is used to select the individuals in the pop-
ulation [22]. At present, single tangent point crossing
and double tangent point crossing are most used in
crossing operation. Gaussian mutationmethod is often
used in mutation operation.

(5) Stop the operation: judge the individuals generated
in the above steps. When the individual fitness value
reaches the preset conditions or the number of al-
gorithm iterations reaches the preset times, the
operation can be stopped and the optimal solution
can be output. Otherwise, continue the above steps
until the stop requirements are met [23]. +e op-
eration flow of genetic algorithm is shown in
Figure 1.

3. Research on the Social Talent Governance
Based on the Genetic Algorithm

3.1. Initializing the Population Design. In the process of
social talent governance research based on genetic algo-
rithm, in order to improve its convergence rate, the ini-
tialized population needs to add some setting conditions on
the basis of random generation. For example, the initial
population meeting the requirements of total number
constraint, type total number constraint, and employment
direction total number constraint of talent management
needs can be randomly generated, so as to reduce the risk of
falling into prematurity [24].

At the same time, after the initialization of the pop-
ulation, in order to avoid the situation of high similarity
between related, resulting in poor governance quality, it is
necessary to deal with the individuals with high similarity
[25]. If the method of individual concentration similarity
control is adopted, the population may fall into precocity.
+erefore, this paper uses the method of deleting the in-
dividuals with high similarity in the initialized population,
and only one similar individual needs to be retained. In the
process of offspring genetic evolution, no matter which
generation has individuals with high similarity, it is nec-
essary to delete the redundant individuals and keep one [26].
+is requires the calculation of the individual similarity APQ
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and the advance setting of the individual similarity valve
value L; generally L is 35%.

When the calculated individual similarity is greater than
the set threshold, the individual is deleted. When the cal-
culated individual similarity is less than the set threshold,
individual retention is performed. In this way, we can ensure
that the individual similarity among the next generation
population is lower than the set threshold and prevent the
algorithm from falling into the early local convergence
phenomenon. Individual gene information entropy is shown
in Figure 2.

In the calculation of individual similarity, the specific
calculation formula of population information entropy is
obtained by using the method of information entropy, as
shown in

H(M) � −
1
N

  

N

i�1

S

j�1
Pijlog Pij, (1)

where M is the number of individuals, N is the number of
individual genes, and S indicates the number of alleles:
S: k1, k2, . . . , kS . When a binary coding was applied, the
allele is available to have only the probability that 0, 1{ }, Pij

being the number j allele being Ki in M individuals,
Ki ∈ ki, k2, . . . , kS . Entropy of a variable is the average level
of information or uncertainty inherent in the variable’s
possible outcomes. If an event has a higher probability to
occur, it is no surprise when that event happens; hence
transmission of such a message carries small amount of
information. On the other hand, if an event is unlikely to
occur, it is very informative to know the event happened or
will happen.

+us, there is similarity between individual P and in-
dividual Q for APQ specific calculation formulas such as

APQ �
1

1 + H(2)
, (2)

where H(1) represents the information entropy between P

and Q.
During the algorithm calculation, each subpopulation

independently calculates its fitness to determine excellent
individuals, with fitness calculation functions such as

Fi � a × fi + b. (3)

When fmin ≥ 2 × fp − fmax, we get results like

a �
fp

fmax − fmin
, (4)

b �
fp × fmax − 2fp 

fmax − fp

. (5)

When fmin ≤ 2 × fp − fmax, we get results like

a �
fp

fp − fmin
, (6)

b �
−fmin × fp

fp − fmin
. (7)

Among them, fp, fmax, and fmin represent the mean,
maximum, and minimum values of genetic contemporary
fitness values, respectively.

Table 1: Comparison between genetic algorithm and traditional algorithm.

Traditional algorithm Genetic algorithm

All the characteristics of the problem should be described Needless to describe the problem characteristics (self-organized,
adaptive)

Operon the parameter itself Encode the parameters
+e results of the solution depend on the source value +e results of the solution are independent of the source value
Locally optimal solution Globally optimal solution
Have a certain planting standards and determine the conversion rules No definite termination criterion, the probabilistic conversion rule
Different forms of auxiliary information are required (continuous,
micro, etc.) No secondary information (just the fitness function)

Single-point search, run independently Run in parallel

coding

Initial population

assessment

cross

variation

Whether fitness 
meets the condition

N

choose

Y

The output

Figure 1: Operation flowchart of genetic algorithm.
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3.2. Selecting theOperatorDesign. A genetic operator is used
in genetic algorithms to guide the algorithm towards a
solution. +ese operators are of three types including mu-
tation, crossover, and selection that work in conjunction
with one another to make the algorithm successful. +ese
operators are used to create and maintain genetic diversity,
combine existing solutions into new solutions, and select
between solutions. +e selection operator will determine the
evolution direction of the population, so the quality of the
selection operator method will greatly affect the efficiency of
genetic algorithm.

3.2.1. Wheel Bet Selection. At present, in the process of
selecting operators, the more commonly used method is
roulette selection method. +is method determines whether
an individual can be inherited to the next generation
according to the application of individual fitness value in
probability. +erefore, its advantage is that the probability of
genetic evolution is large for individuals with good fitness
and small for individuals with poor fitness. However, its
disadvantages are also obvious. Although excellent indi-
viduals have a high probability of being inherited, there will
also be the possibility of not being inherited. +e specific
steps of roulette selection are as follows:

(1) +e sum of values for all individual fitness functions
was calculated as F, with specific calculation for-
mulas such as

F � 
n

i�1
fi. (8)

Among these, fi is the fitness function value of the i

th individual.
(2) Calculate individual selection probability Psi, such as

Psi �
fi

F
. (9)

(3) Make roulette selections. +e optimal individual
preservation method, that is, the optimal individual
in the parent generation, is directly inherited to the
child generation, so that the global optimal solution
of the genetic algorithm must contain the local
optimal solution, so as to ensure the convergence of
the algorithm, but it is easy to fall into prematurity.

+e sorting selection method is to sort the fitness
values of individuals and then set a certain pro-
portion. +e individuals included in the proportion
are directly inherited in the offspring. For example,
the first 15% of offspring with excellent individual
fitness are set for direct inheritance [27].

Combined with the advantages and disadvantages of
each method, the genetic algorithm selected in this paper
adopts roulette selection method and sorting selection
method to select offspring. Among them, in order to retain
excellent individuals as much as possible, this paper sets the
first 15% of excellent individuals for direct inheritance, and
then the selection operator of the remaining individuals
adopts roulette selection.

3.2.2. Adaptive Selection. In order to improve the conver-
gence rate and recall of genetic algorithm, based on roulette
selection, considering that the deterministic sampling se-
lection method can ensure that some individuals with large
fitness can be retained in the next generation, the deter-
ministic sampling selection operator is adopted. Select
according to the following improvement selection strategy:

(1) Compute the fitness function values and fi−sum. for
all the previous individuals in the population
according to

fi−sum � 
M

i�1
fi, (i � 1, 2, 3 . . . M). (10)

(2) Divide the fitness function of all individuals in the
population by removing this sum, where formula for
(11) yields the expected survival number of Ni, for
each individual in the next generation population,
that is,

Ni �
Mfi

fi−sum
, (i � 1, 2, 3 . . . M). (11)

In formula, M is the population size and fi is the
fitness value of the i individual.

(3) Determine the number of survival of each corre-
sponding individual in the next generation group
according to the integer part of the Ni, and then
choose by roulette.

3.3. Crossover Operator Design. Because the chromosome
coding method in this paper is piecewise real coding, the
crossover operator adopts piecewise single-point crossover
between individuals, so the crossover result will show the
form of multipoint crossover in the whole population. Be-
cause species cross inheritance in nature has a certain
probability, it is necessary to set the cross probability Pc

before the cross operator.
+e main idea of chromosome segmentation in this

paper is to assume that a test paper chromosome contains M

genes, that is, M talent data and total N segment genes,
namely, different types of N fields. Single-point crossover

Individual 1

Individual 2

···

···

1 2 ··· J

K1

K2

Km

··· M

Individual 3

Figure 2: Individual gene information entropy.
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was performed within the segment, first with a crossover i,
randomly selected within the segment; secondly, the gene
value of the two segments after the i intersection is ex-
changed, so that the single-point crossover within the
segment is realized; and the other segments are modeled in
the same way.

If the offspring obtained after the crossover operator
operation have the same gene at the same gene, it indicates
that there is duplicate data, the crossover is unsuccessful, and
the duplicate gene needs to be replaced. +e replaced data
gene should be in the same type field as the original data
gene. Finally, the individual fitness of chromosomes oper-
ated by crossover operator is calculated to eliminate indi-
viduals who do not meet the requirements of fitness.

3.4.MutationOperatorDesign. According on the segmented
real number coding of the chromosome, the improvement in
variant operator is segmented variation in different gene
segments. +e specific idea is as follows: assume that a paper
chromosome contains M genes, that is, M talent data, total
N segments, or different types of N fields.

Since gene variation belongs to a small probability event,
the probability Pm of gene variation should be set in advance
while setting a real number array of length 1, with a real
number, selected at random by the system.

In the real number array, randomly select a real number
m; by the system if m<Pm, the talent sequence number will
undergo genetic variation; otherwise the gene variation will
not occur in the talent sequence number.

+e specific variationmethod is to first set two arrays; the
first is the gene segment array as

R � [0, N − 1], Ri(i≤N − 1). (12)

+e second array is the formula for

K � [0, M − 1], Kj(i≤M − 1). (13)

+e system then randomly selects an integer r, in the R
array if r≤N − 1 performs gene variation within the y gene
segment. Gene variation operation is performed within the y
gene segment, and the system continues to randomly select
an integer K, in the k array. If k≤M − 1, the gene variation
operation is performed at the Kk gene; that is, the gene
variation occurs at the gene value of the r gene segment.

Finally, select a data that has the same type character-
istics as the original talent data and belongs to the same type
at the same time to replace and complete the mutation, so
that the original data type structure will not be changed after
the mutation operator is completed.

3.5. Combined with Simulated Annealing Design. In order to
solve the problems of premature and weak local search
ability of genetic algorithm, the genetic algorithm in this
paper integrates simulated annealing acceptance probability
to simulate the individuals after cross-mutation operation,
so as to enhance the local search ability of the algorithm.

+e specific calculation formula of simulated annealing
acceptance probability is as follows:

p �

1, f(old)<f(new)

exp −
f(old) − f(new)

Tt

 , f(old)≥f(new)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

.

(14)

Among these, f(old) indicates old individuals,
f(new) indicates new individuals, and Tt is the tem-
perature at the tmoment. If the new individual is superior,
the new individual is selected for iteration; if the new
individual is poor, then iterative operation is with a
certain probability P.

To ensure that the temperature T gradually decreases
with time t, the initial temperature T0 is 100°C and the
design temperature drop is such as:

Tt+1 � αTt. (15)

Among them, α is constant, generally 0.95; the tem-
perature of t time is

Tt � 100∗ 0.95t
. (16)

3.6. End Condition Design. Because the improved genetic
algorithm belongs to evolutionary algorithm, two condi-
tions are set for the end of the algorithm, and only one of
them needs to be met to complete the operation of the
algorithm. Condition 1: set a maximum number of itera-
tions. If no suitable talent data is found after the algorithm
reaches the maximum number of iterations, it indicates
that the data search fails and the algorithm operation is
completed. Condition 2: when the algorithm finds the
optimal data solution within the maximum number of
iterations, it indicates that the data retrieval volume is
successful.

4. Experimental Analysis

4.1. Experimental Scheme Design. In order to verify the
performance of the proposed evaluation method, an ex-
perimental analysis is carried out in this paper. +e ex-
periment takes a city’s talent management database as the
object, takes the current different talent categories and
talent needs as the data conditions, and carries out the
research to collect the data in the database. In order to
ensure the accuracy of the experiment, the relevant results
obtained in the experiment are processed by professional
software.

4.2. Experimental Index Design. On the basis of the experi-
mental scheme designed above, the indexes of this experiment
are set as convergence rate, precision rate, duplicate check
rate, and anti-interference. In order to promote the effec-
tiveness of the experiment, the experiment is carried out in the
form of comparison, which compares the methods in this
paper, the key factor identification method of knowledge and
ability based on genetic algorithm rough set, and the multiple
intelligence structure and evaluation method of innovative
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scientific and technological talents. Many iterations are car-
ried out in the comparison process to improve the accuracy of
the experiment.

4.3. Analysis of Experimental Results. In order to verify the
effectiveness of the design method in this paper, the ex-
periment compares the method in this paper, the key factor
identification method of knowledge capability based on
genetic algorithm rough set, and the multiple intelligence
structure and evaluation method of innovative scientific and
technological talents. +e recall and precision are compared.
+e results are shown in Figure 3.

By analyzing the data in Figure 3, it can be seen that, under
the same amount of data, there will be some differences in
recall and precision in this method, the key factor identifi-
cation method of knowledge and ability based on genetic
algorithm rough set, and the multiple intelligence structure
and evaluation method of innovative scientific and techno-
logical talents. Among them, when using this method to query
social talent governance data, the balance point of recall and
precision is relatively high, while the balance point of recall
and precision of the other two methods is always lower than
thismethod.+is is because this method has processed the use
of genetic algorithm to verify the effectiveness of this method.

In order to further verify the performance of this
method, this method, the key factor identification method of
knowledge capability based on genetic algorithm rough set,
and the multiple intelligence structure and evaluation
method of innovative scientific and technological talents are
experimentally analyzed to analyze the convergence rate of
data query related to social talent governance.+e results are
shown in Figures 4–6.

By analyzing the data in Figures 4–6, it can be seen that
there is a certain difference in the convergence rate of social
talent governance related data query of this method, the key
factor identification method of knowledge capability based
on genetic algorithm rough set, and the multiple intelligence
structure and evaluation method of innovative scientific and
technological talents. Among them, the convergence rate of
the proposed method is the highest. Even if the number of
sample tasks and running time are increasing, the conver-
gence rate is still relatively high and stable. +e other two
methods not only have unstable convergence rate, but also
are very unstable. +is is because this method integrates
roulette and deterministic sampling selection method, de-
fines the selection calculation process, designs the crossover
operator through segmented single-point crossover between
individuals, designs the mutation operator by segmented
mutation of different gene segments according to the cal-
culation results, obtains the search results, and then im-
proves the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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5. Conclusion

+is paper presents the research on social talent governance
algorithm based on genetic algorithm. +e differences be-
tween traditional algorithm and genetic algorithm are an-
alyzed, and the implementation process of genetic algorithm
is determined. On this basis, the excellent individuals are
determined by independent computing fitness, and the
initialization population is designed according to the indi-
vidual similarity threshold. After the population is defined,
the roulette and deterministic sampling selectionmethod are
integrated to clarify the selection calculation process. Based
on the calculation results, the crossover operator is designed
by segmented single-point crossover between individuals,
and the mutation operator is designed by segmented mu-
tation of different gene segments according to the calcula-
tion results. +e results are incorporated into the simulated
annealing acceptance probability to conduct simulated
annealing for the individuals after the cross-mutation

operation, set relevant conditions after the end of the
algorithm, seek the optimal solution of the data within the
number of iterations, and finally realize the whole process
of social talent governance algorithm. +e experimental
results show that the proposed algorithm has fast con-
vergence rate, high data precision and recall, and certain
feasibility.

Data Availability

+e data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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